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Viva Books Private Limited, 2008. Softcover. Book Condition: New. Description : Here?s how to turn
"I?m bored! There?s nothing to do!" Into "I?m never bored" This exciting colorful series from Viva
Books will bring hours of productive fun.There are hidden pictures, puzzles, things to cut out and
create, pop-ups, art projects, word games, and a whole lot more. Every parent knows what it?s like
when the kids are bored and nothing seems to strike their fancy. In those moments, count on
Knowledge through Fun & Skill series to come to the rescue. This colourful series will bring hours of
productive fun and skill practice. Kids will love the hidden pictures, puzzles, dot-to-dots, and more.
At the same time, they will be practicing age-appropriate academic skills. These books contain
hours of constructive fun! There are: ? Drawing lessons ? Dot-to-dots ? Hidden pictures ? Riddles ?
Puzzles ? and more All you need are a few simple supplies such as scissors, glue, tape, and crayons
or marking pens. Let the fun begin! Printed Pages: 144.
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ReviewsReviews

It is really an remarkable book i have at any time study. It is rally intriguing throgh reading through time. Your life period will likely be change when you
complete looking at this pdf.
-- Alyce Lemke-- Alyce Lemke

Most of these publication is the ideal ebook readily available. it was actually writtern very flawlessly and beneficial. I discovered this book from my i and
dad suggested this book to find out.
-- Prof. Lavern Brakus-- Prof. Lavern Brakus
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